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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports the latest technological development on the Low Gain Avalanche Detector (LGAD) and
introduces a new architecture of these detectors called inverse-LGAD (iLGAD). Both approaches are based
on the standard Avalanche Photo Diodes (APD) concept, commonly used in optical and X-ray detection
applications, including an internal multiplication of the charge generated by radiation. The multiplication
is inherent to the basic nþ þ–pþ–p structure, where the doping profile of the pþ layer is optimized to
achieve high field and high impact ionization at the junction.

The LGAD structures are optimized for applications such as tracking or timing detectors for high
energy physics experiments or medical applications where time resolution lower than 30 ps is required.
Detailed TCAD device simulations together with the electrical and charge collection measurements are
presented through this work.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

All avalanche diode detectors [1] have a region with a high
electrical field leading to multiplication of signal charges (electron
and/or holes) flowing through this region. The gain mechanism is
achieved within the semiconductor material by raising the electric
field as high as necessary to enable the drifting electrons to create
secondary ionization during the collection process. Normally, the
junction consists of a thin and highly doped n-type layer on top of
a moderately doped p-layer in which the multiplication (of elec-
trons) takes place. A high resistivity p-type silicon substrate is
typically used to produce detectors with a bulk that can be fully
depleted.

Compared to standard APD detectors, LGAD (Low Gain Ava-
lanche Detectors) and iLGAD (inverse LGAD) structures exhibit
moderate gain values. This is mandatory to obtain fine segmen-
tation pitches in the fabrication of microstrip and pixel detectors,
free from the limitations commonly found in avalanche detectors
[2]. In addition, a moderate multiplication allows the fabrication of
thinner sensors, with an output signal amplitude that is as large as
that from thicker sensors without internal gain. The design of
B.V. This is an open access article u
LGAD and iLGAD structures exploits the charge multiplication ef-
fect to obtain a silicon detector that can simultaneously measure
precisely the position and time of arrival of incident particles.

The process technology of LGAD detectors has already been
introduced in the past [3] as well as radiation hardness studies [4].
Several wafers were fabricated with a highly doped p-type layer,
implanted under the nþ shallow diffusion to reach the electric
field strength [5] which provides the required gain. The structure
is similar to the one of the Avalanche Photo Diodes but optimized
for operation in the linear gain region. Breakdown above 1000 V
can be targeted provided that the electrode isolation technique is
properly designed for segmented sensors [6].

This report is describing the operation mode and performance
of LGAD and iLGAD sensors. The internal gain in silicon sensors
and its uniformity in segmented detectors are discussed. A new
approach to the charge collection is also analyzed for the iLGAD
structures where the segmentation is implemented at the ohmic
contact (pþ diffusion at the back side of the LGAD). This ensures a
uniform multiplication at the nþp junction side. I(V) and C
(V) performances and charge collection data obtained from α and
laser measurements to get an estimation of the gain, are included.
Finally, preliminary Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD)
numerical device simulation results of iLGAD detectors are
reported.
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. I(V) curves of 300 mm pad LGAD detectors with edge termination according
to design 1 and detection area of 3�3 mm².

Fig. 2. 1/C2(V) curves of 300 mm pad LGAD and PiN detectors with edge termina-
tion according to designs 1, 2 and 3 and detection area of 3�3 mm².

Fig. 3. Experimental collected charge from IR laser versus applied reverse voltage
for different LGAD detectors with optimum P-well implantation dose.
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2. Low gain avalanche detectors (LGAD)

Pad LGAD detectors have been fabricated and extensively
measured. Three different designs were considered for the edge
termination, based on the location of a deep n-type diffusion
called Junction Termination Extension (JTE) [7]. All the detectors
designs include a shallow n-type collector ring between the edge
of the main junction and the device periphery allowing collecting
the undesired leakage current generated at the periphery region.
Design 1 includes JTE diffusion both in the main junction and the
collector ring while for Design 2 the JTE is only placed at the
collector ring. Finally, Design 3 does not include the JTE diffusion
but only the shallow nþ implant. A detailed study of the termi-
nation structures used for the LGAD detectors was already pub-
lished in [6].

LGAD detectors with the described edge termination designs
were fabricated at the Instituto de Microelectrónica de Barcelona –

Centro Nacional de Microelectrónica (IMB–CNM) Clean Room on
300 mm substrates. The last processed wafers have been measured
to check the electrical performances, the charge collection cap-
ability and the yield. The I(V) curves plotted in Fig. 1 correspond to
different detectors with edge termination according to design 1,
the one with the highest voltage capability, and the optimum
implantation dose of the p-well to obtain a gain of 10. These re-
sults suggest that the leakage current for LGAD devices with an
area of 3�3 mm² is of the order of 10 to 30 nA for a supply voltage
above 500 V. The yield, defined by devices with leakage current
below 30 nA at 500 V is 76%. The yield is reduced to 72,5% at
1000 V (also devices with leakage current below 30 nA). Each
wafer included 87 LGAD detectors. The 1/C2 (V) curves plotted in
Fig. 2 show the different depletion spread in the pad LGAD de-
tectors when compared with the PiN detectors fabricated within
the same process technology suppressing the p-well implantation
step. From the LGAD curve of Fig. 2, it can be inferred the reverse
voltage at which the p-well becomes completely depleted (30 V)
with the subsequent decrease of the capacitance value until the
full depletion of the substrate at 80 V.

LGAD samples were characterized at IMB–CNM, Santa Cruz
Institute of Particle Physics (SCIPP) and CERN. The gain of different
samples with P-well implantation dose is shown in Fig. 3, where a
relatively good linearity in the typical operating voltages (200–
800 V) can be observed. The gain in this voltage range varies from
4.1–6.6. Measurements using the TCT technique with 1060 nm
infrared laser and backside illumination, [8], revealed that a high
uniformity of the electric field in the detection region is achieved.

Pad LGAD detectors can only provide a signal proportional to
the energy deposited by the incident particle. Strip LGAD detectors
provide combined information on energy deposited and position
of the incident particle and are essential for high accuracy tracking
applications. LGAD detectors with strip electrode pattern were also
fabricated within the same wafer batch. The geometrical para-
meters of the strips are: total area 1 cm2, pitch of 80 mm, a mul-
tiplication implant width of 20 mm and a junction implant width of
32 mm. Preliminary results show multiplication at the central part
of each strip, as shown in Fig. 4, where the charge collected
scanning three LGAD strips with a 661 nm red laser [8] from the
front side is plotted for different reverse bias values. The charge is
collected along a line perpendicular to the strips length. The top
surface of the strips illuminated by the laser is not covered with
aluminum. At a reverse bias of 50 V (Fig. 4 left) the substrate is not
yet depleted and no multiplication is present in the structure. On
the contrary, when the reverse bias is increased to 150 V (Fig. 4
right) the substrate is fully depleted and the multiplication is al-
ready active at the central part of each strip. Using the signal
amplitude of 20 mV, obtained with a reference PiN diode (no
multiplication), the experimental gain value for the strip sensors
when full depletion is reached at 150 V and reported in Fig. 4
(right hand side) is 1.4. The experimental evolution of the charge
collection versus the reverse voltage in strip LGAD detectors is
provided in Fig. 5, where a gain of 2 is obtained at 200 V when the
laser illuminates the center of the strip.



Fig. 4. Red laser scanning of three inner LGAD strips before full depletion (left) and after full depletion (right). The scanning step used for the measurements is 5 mm.

Fig. 5. Experimental results of charge collection measurements on strip LGAD and
strip PiN detectors vs. the applied reverse voltage. The laser was illuminating the
middle of the strip.
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3. Inverse low gain avalanche detectors (iLGAD)

While strip LGAD detectors with low gain values were successfully
fabricated, spatial non-uniformities due to the different multiplication
from center to edge of each strip were also measured (see Fig. 4). The
iLGAD strip cross section as drawn in Fig. 6 is designed to maximize
Fig. 6. Cross-section of the prop
the multiplication area while the segmentation is transferred to the
pþ ohmic side. A strip p-on-p detector [9] with internal gain is im-
plemented where the collected signal is due to holes flowing back
frommultiplication junction. The consequence of such design leads to
an increased detection time as compared with LGAD devices due to
the lower mobility of holes. There are two possible ways to reduce the
detection time: using thinner substrates with the inherent handling
issue during wafer processing or implementing the iLGAD in the ac-
tive silicon part of a Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafer and then re-
moving the handling substrate and the buried oxide.

TCAD simulations performed with the Sentaurus software [10]
have shown that the voltage capability of the strip iLGAD is similar
to that of the equivalent strip LGAD (41000 V). However, the
maximum electric field moves from the segmentation side, as it is
the case in strip LGADs, to the multiplication side. A slight increase
of the leakage current is observed in the strip iLGAD due to the
higher multiplication area in comparison with the strip LGAD
where the multiplication side is segmented. The electric field
distribution at high reverse bias has been also simulated for both
structures and it is plotted in Fig. 7. The strip LGAD structure ex-
hibits a narrow high electric field region at the central part of each
strip while the region of maximum electric field is uniformly
distributed at the multiplication side in the case of the strip iLGAD.

The charge collection efficiency of the proposed iLGAD struc-
ture has been simulated by using minimum ionizing particles
(MIP) and compared with the strip LGAD device. The simulation
results clearly show (Fig. 8 left hand-side) a uniform gain wher-
ever the MIP enters the structure for the iLGAD device which can
osed strip iLGAD structure.



Fig. 7. Electric field distribution in the detection area of equivalent strip iLGAD (left) and strip LGAD (right). The arrows show the high electric field area in the two
structures.

Fig. 8. Gain simulation by using MIP on strip iLGAD (left) and strip LGAD (right) structures. The position of the incident particles in the strip iLGAD is drawn at the bottom of
the figure.
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be explained by the non-segmented multiplication junction as
with respect to LGAD devices. The iLGAD design is implemented
with 50 mm silicon layer of a SOI substrate which is fully depleted
at 70 V. The strip LGAD (Fig. 8 right hand-side) exhibits gain only
in the central part of the strip. The latter is simulated on 285 mm
thick substrates that become fully depleted at 180 V, where the
multiplication starts to be relevant.

iLGAD production batches have been launched to allow real
measurements to optimally identify the needed design parameters
for gain uniformity and accurate detection performance. Strip iL-
GAD detectors are initially fabricated on conventional p-type sili-
con substrates and in a second step SOI substrates will be used to
obtain thin detectors with fast timing detection capabilities [11].
4. Conclusions

The electrical performances of the fabricated strip LGAD de-
tectors demonstrated a supply voltage range of up to 1000 V with
leakage current of 20 nA/cm2. The gain linearity was found sa-
tisfactory in an operating voltage range of 200–800 V for a gain
range from 4–6. However, red laser scanning measurements re-
vealed a non-uniform multiplication across the strips, basically
due to technological constraints.

Based on TCAD simulations, the strip iLGAD structure can
provide similar voltage capability and leakage current with the
benefit of a uniform gain across the strips due to the non-seg-
mentation of the multiplication junction.
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